Item 1: Qualifier List
This window shows a hierarchical list of Qualifiers. If you've gotten to this window by clicking on the "Lookup qualifiers" link from the Authorization Detail screen, then the display of Qualifiers you see is limited to those you are authorized to choose when creating an Authorization for the specified Function.

If, on the other hand, you've gotten to this window by clicking on the "Lookup qualifiers" link next to one of the criteria in the Select Criteria window, then you will see the whole tree of Qualifiers for the appropriate Qualifier Type. Generally, the Qualifier Type will be determined from the Function selected in another criterion you've specified within the Select criteria window.

Item 2: Close Qualifier List button
Click this button to close the Qualifier List window.

Item 3: Minus symbol
Click this button to hide the child Qualifiers under the given Qualifier in the tree.

Item 4: Plus symbol
Click this button to show the child Qualifiers under the given Qualifier in the tree.
Item 5: Underlined qualifier code
Click an underlined Qualifier code to select the Qualifier. The Qualifier code will then be filled in in either the Authorization Detail screen or in a criteria item, depending on how you got to the Qualifier List screen.